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To: Cosumnes C&E Committee
From: Consensus Building Institute
Date: February 11, 2019
Re: Working Draft Cosumnes Subbasin Public Communication & Outreach Plan
The Working Group’s Communication & Engagement Committee discussed the
draft Cosumnes Subbasin Communication & Engagement (C&E) Plan during its Jan.
23 phone meeting. The revised draft C&E Plan, below, reflects Committee members’
feedback. Working Group participants received a copy of the revised draft Plan in
advance of the February Working Group meeting, with the aim of confirming the Plan
at the February Working Group meeting.
This document was shaped by DWR's Guidance Document for Stakeholder
Communication and Engagement, stakeholder assessment interviews that CBI
conducted last month, and conversations with GSAs. In particular, please note that
the list of beneficial uses and users of groundwater included in the plan are drawn
directly from CA water code §10723.2
Again, please note that this is a living document. Several sections of the C&E Plan are
deliberately left blank as they require ongoing input.
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LIVING DOCUMENT
Cosumnes Subbasin Public Communication &
Engagement Plan

Cosumnes Subbasin Sustainable Groundwater Management Act Implementation
February 20, 2019
Developed by the Consensus Building Institute in collaboration with the Cosumnes GSA
Working Group

Purpose, Outcome and Goals
Purpose: The purpose of this Communication and Engagement (C&E) Plan is to share
information, foster active engagement, solicit informed feedback, and develop widespread
support for Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) implementation in the
Cosumnes Subbasin. The subbasin’s approach to outreach and public engagement is
informed by the CA Dept. of Water Resources’ (DWR) Guidance Document for Groundwater
Sustainability Plan (GSP) Stakeholder Communication and Engagement (link). See Appendix I
for SGMA stakeholder engagement requirements by phase.
The purpose of SGMA is to ensure local sustainable groundwater management in mediumand high-priority groundwater basins statewide. The Cosumnes Subbasin is a mediumpriority basin, subject to SGMA implementation. The Cosumnes Subasin’s GSP is planned for
submittal to DWR by January 2022.
Outcome: The desired outcome for this Communication and Engagement Plan is to
achieve adoption of the GSP with input from and in consideration of the Cosumnes
Subbasin’s diverse people, economy and ecosystems.
Communication and engagement within the subbasin will be important not only during the
GSP development phase (2018-2022), but also during the GSP implementation phase (20222042). The same principles described in this C&E Plan are expected to guide stakeholder
communication and engagement during the twenty-year GSP implementation period. In
advance of GSP submittal, this C&E Plan will be updated to describe a responsive
communications approach for the GSP implementation phase.
Plan Goals: SGMA requires Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to consider the
interests of all beneficial uses and users of groundwater, and to encourage involvement of
diverse social, cultural, and economic elements of the population within the subbasin during
GSP preparation and implementation. The goals of the C&E Plan are to:
• Enhance understanding and inform the public about water and groundwater
resources in the Cosumnes Subbasin, the purpose and need for sustainable
groundwater management, the benefits of sustainable groundwater management
and the need for a GSP.
• Engage a diverse group of interested parties and stakeholders and promote informed
feedback from stakeholders, the community and groundwater-dependent users
throughout the GSP preparation and implementation process.
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•
•
•
•

Coordinate communication and involvement between GSAs (Board and staff) and the
general public.
Employ a variety of outreach methods that make public participation easy and
accessible. Hold meetings at times and venues that encourage broad participation.
Respond to public concerns and provide accurate and up-to-date information.
Manage the public engagement process in a manner that provides maximum value to
the public and an efficient use of GSA and local agency resources.

Groundwater Sustainability Agencies in the Cosumnes Subbasin
Seven GSA were established in the Cosumnes Subbasin (see map and table below) during
2017. Together they form the Cosumnes Subbasin SGMA Working Group and Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC), which meets monthly at the Galt Police Department Community
Room (unless otherwise noticed at cosumnes.waterforum.org/meetings and via email) to
work on the development of a groundwater sustainability plan. All Working Group and TAC
meetings are open to the public.

Contact information for seven GSAs working together to develop a GSP for the Cosumnes Subbasin:

Groundwater Sustainability Agency

Contact Information

Amador County Groundwater Authority
City of Galt

Gene Mancebo, gmancebo@amadorwater.org, 209-257-5245

Clay Water District

Gary Silva Jr., soilstoppers@yahoo.com, 209-481-4407

Galt Irrigation District

Leo VanWarmerdam, leovw1@hotmail.com, 209-914-1140

Omochumne-Hartnell Water District

Mike Wackman, mkwconsulting@outlook.com, 916-685-5368

Sacramento County
Sloughhouse Resource Conservation District

Linda Dorn, dornl@saccounty.net, 916-874-1085

Mark Clarkson, mclarkson@ci.galt.ca.us, 209-366-7260

Amanda Watson, sloughhouseRCD@gmail.com
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The work of the GSAs is coordinated and supported by the Water Forum and facilitated by
the Consensus Building Institute (CBI)1. The GSAs have retained EKI Environment and Water,
Inc. (EKI), a consultant with expertise in groundwater, to assist in developing the GSP.

How Public Input will be Used
The GSAs in the Cosumnes Subbasin are committed to keeping the public involved by
providing the public with comprehensive, accurate and timely information about SGMA and
by providing multiple opportunities for public input and engagement. The public should be
able to understand SGMA’s GSP requirements and provide recommendations on plan
formation and SGMA implementation. The primary opportunities for public involvement are
through attendance, presentations and public comment periods at Working Group and
Technical Advisory Committee meetings, through periodic public workshops where public
input will be synthesized and brought back to the GSAs for consideration, and through oneon-one or small group conversations with affected water users. Representatives of affected
water users will be invited to make periodic presentations at TAC meetings to foster in-depth
discussion of GSP-related topics.

Stakeholders in the Cosumnes Subbasin
SGMA (Section 10723.2) calls for consideration of all interests of all beneficial uses and users
of groundwater, as quoted directly below:
The groundwater sustainability agency shall consider the interests of all beneficial uses
and users of groundwater, as well as those responsible for implementing groundwater
sustainability plans. These interests include, but are not limited to, all of the following:
a) Holders of overlying groundwater rights, including:
1. Agricultural users
2. Domestic well owners
b) Municipal well operators
c) Public water systems
d) Local land use planning agencies
e) Environmental users of groundwater
f) Surface water users, if there is a hydrologic connection between surface and
groundwater bodies
g) The federal government, including, but not limited to, the military and managers
of federal lands
h) California Native American tribes
i) Disadvantaged communities, including, but not limited to, those served by
private domestic wells or small community water systems
j) Entities listed in Section 10927 that are monitoring and reporting groundwater
elevations in all or a part of a groundwater basin managed by the groundwater
The Water Forum (waterforum.org) is a diverse group of business and agricultural leaders, citizen
groups, environmentalists, water managers and local governments working together to protect the
region’s water supply. The Consensus Building Institute (cbi.org) is a nonprofit organization with
decades of experience helping leaders collaborate to solve complex problems.
1
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k)

sustainability agency
Neighboring GSAs

GSAs will also conduct outreach to engage public agencies (including fire departments and
Cal Fire), treaty lands, and other interested parties.
The “Lay of the Land” table in Appendix A tracks key issues of concern among Cosumnes
Subbasin stakeholder groups. The Stakeholder table in Appendix B organizes stakeholders
by use category and applicable GSA(s). Both of these tables will be filled in through public
workshops, small outreach meetings with Cosumnes Subbasin stakeholders, and input
received during stakeholder assessment interviews conducted by the Consensus Building
Institute in November 2018.

Public Input into GSP Development
To truly engage the public in development of a GSP that is science-based, complex, technical,
and includes achievable outcomes, GSAs will strive to meet these overall objectives:
• Educate the public in compelling ways. Communicate what may often be complex
concepts in simple and compelling ways with graphics and examples.
• Manage expectations. Avoid “anything goes” meetings that might pursue unrealistic
and impractical approaches.
• Demonstrate how the input received has been incorporated into the plan or process
– an important piece to the communication puzzle.
• Remain focused on results. Understand objectives of each public meeting and
facilitate the achievement of those objectives.
This Communication and Engagement Plan outlines several key pathways for fostering public
awareness and informed public input into plan development. These pathways include the
following:
SGMA Working Group – Composed of GSAs (local public agencies with water supply, water
management, and land use responsibilities) in the Cosumnes Subbasin, the Working Group
develops recommendations to each GSA’s governing entity or individual, Water Forum staff
and consultants, and EKI for preparation of the GSP and implementing SGMA. Working
Group meetings are open to the public and will have designated public comment periods at
each meeting; the intent is to ensure that the GSAs have the opportunity to hear regularly
from interested parties on topics under discussion.
Meets third Wednesday of each month, between 9:00 am and 12:00 pm at Galt Police
Department Community Room, 455 Industrial Drive, Galt, CA (unless otherwise posted
at Cosumnes.waterforum.org/meetings and emailed to interested parties list)
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) – Composed of representatives from GSAs, the TAC
develops recommendations to the Working Group on technical issues pertaining to SGMA
implementation. TAC meetings are open to the public and encourage active participation by
regional stakeholders. The intent is to ensure that the GSAs hear regularly from interested
parties on topics under discussion. Additionally, representatives of affected water users will
be invited to make periodic presentations at TAC meetings to foster in-depth discussion of
5
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GSP-related topics. TAC representation will be revisited on a periodic basis to ensure
development of the GSP is well informed.
Meets third Wednesday of each month, between 9:00 am and 12:00 pm at Galt Police
Department Community Room, 455 Industrial Drive, Galt, CA (unless otherwise posted
at Cosumnes.waterforum.org/meetings and emailed to interested parties list)
GSA Board Meetings – Each of the seven GSAs in the Cosumnes Subbasin hold monthly
board meetings that are publicly noticed and open to public attendance, with opportunity for
public comment. These meetings afford participants opportunity for direct input into a GSA’s
SGMA decision making process.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Amador County Groundwater Authority Board of Directors meets on the first Monday of the
month in the Amador Water Agency Board Room, 128000 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685.
City of Galt City Council meets every first and third Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. City of Galt GSA issues
are held jointly.
Clay Water District Board of Directors meets quarterly at Herald Fire Protection District, 11620
Clay Station Rd, Herald, CA.
Galt Irrigation District Board of Directors meets on the second Tuesday of the month at its
office, 12716 Herald Rd, Herald, CA.
Omochumne-Hartnell Water District Board of Directors meets on the third Tuesday of the
month at 10:00 am at 7513 Sloughhouse Road, Elk Grove, CA.
Sacramento County Board of Directors meets at least twice per month on various Tuesdays at
9:30 AM. GSA topics are scheduled as necessary. Meetings are also held on select Wednesdays
at various times.
Sloughhouse Resource Conservation District Board of Directors meets meets 2nd Wednesday
of each month at 1:00 pm at the Rancho Murieta Community Service District Office, 15160
Jackson Rd, Rancho Murieta, CA 95683.

Public Workshops - Periodic public workshops throughout the subbasin will shape the overall
process for SGMA implementation by providing an opportunity for broad stakeholder
education, participation and input. Public workshops are expected to take place both in
individual GSA service areas and basin-wide, as needed. Public workshops are specifically
designed for members of the public and stakeholders who are interested in groundwater to
learn about and provide input into GSP development and SGMA implementation. Major
decision points on SGMA implementation will be vetted at the workshops. At each
workshop, the GSAs will work with the Water Forum to provide information on the progress
to-date and request input from interested parties. As possible, other GSA members are
encouraged to participate in (or at least attend) all workshops to demonstrate the cross-GSA
collaboration and ensure consistency in message.
Workshop dates will be emailed to the interested parties list, posted to
cosumnes.waterforum.org/meetings, advertised via media notices, and shared through
partner organization’s blogs and email lists.
Standing Advisory Body - The Working Group will assess the need, focus and structure of a
standing stakeholder advisory body on an ongoing basis to support GSP development. The
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Working Group will revisit this option during later phases of GSP development, particularly as
the GSP begins to take a more concrete form and engage critical questions related to
groundwater management the sustainability goal, undesirable results, minimum thresholds,
measurable objectives, monitoring needs, potential management areas, management
actions, and projects.
Project Website - The Water Forum maintains a website, cosumnes.waterforum.org, that
contains presentations and information from all Working Group and TAC meetings and public
workshops. The website offers a standing opportunity for any interested water users and
members of the public to provide ongoing comment. See below for further information
about the website.
Point of Contact - The Water Forum will serve as a general point of contact and each GSA has
designated a GSA point of contact (see table on page 2).
Water Forum contact: John Lowrie, jmlowrie@waterforum.org.
Public Meetings/Hearing - Public meetings and hearings are formal opportunities for people
to provide official comments on programs, plans and proposals. SGMA requires that a public
meeting be held prior to the adoption of a fee and that public hearings are held for the
adoption of GSP elements and the final GSP plan. There are also constitutional requirements
for public hearings for some fee/rate options. Public meetings and hearings are an important
forum for people to share viewpoints and concerns, but often occur at the end of a process,
when only one option is under consideration. Each GSA will hold required public meetings
and hearings, but will also use less formal public workshops (described above) to solicit
feedback and information early in the process.
Notice of public meetings and hearings will be posted by each GSA and on
cosumnes.waterforum.org.
Public Notices - In addition to the public notice required for fee adoption, SGMA requires
that, prior to initiating the development of a GSP, GSAs must provide a written statement
describing the way interested parties may participate in the development and
implementation of the GSP. As outlined in this Communication and Engagement Plan, there
will be a variety of opportunities for people to participate in the development and
implementation of the GSP, including workshops, public hearings, providing comments at
GSA, Working Group and TAC meetings, and through written comments.

Communication Tools
Interested Persons Email List
SGMA mandates the creation of an interested persons list. CBI (facilitator) will send
periodic email updates to the list, particularly leading up to and following each
Working Group/TAC meeting and public meeting. Interested parties can sign up on
the website, and staff from all agencies and stakeholders can contribute names of
organizations, agencies, and individuals. Whenever individuals inquire about the
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process or attend a meeting, the project team adds them to the list. The list is broad
and includes anyone who would like to stay informed about SGMA activities.
In addition to the interested persons email list, the Water Forum will work with each
GSA to identify organizations interested in providing more in-depth briefings and
presentations to the TAC, Working Group or both on GSP-related topics. The Water
Forum will maintain regular contact with these organizations and their designated
representatives.

Website – cosumnes.waterforum.org
The project website, cosumnes.waterforum.org, is an information repository for the
Cosumnes Subbasin groundwater planning process. Background and educational
information, meeting materials to date, and a schedule of relevant meeting dates are
available on the site. The site also includes a link for interested persons to sign up for
regular updates on SGMA-related activities within the subbasin.

Meeting Summaries
The facilitation team will develop a meeting summary following each Working Group
and Technical Advisory Committee meeting and public workshop. These meeting
summaries will be reviewed and confirmed by Water Forum and each GSA before
being finalized and posted to the project website. The website contains a publicly
accessible archive of all meeting summaries to-date. GSAs and interested parties can
share key outcomes with their organizations and interested parties.

Talking Points

At the direction of the Working Group, the Water Forum will develop and update
shared talking points to support GSAs in conveying a consistent, unified message
across GSAs and throughout the subbasin. Talking points will be organized by
category (e.g., governance; public engagement) and drafted with guidance from
GSAs. Talking points will provide foundational information upon which GSAs can
elaborate.

Public Information Officer

The GSAs designated the Water Forum to serve as the Public Information Officer. The
Public Information Officer’s role is to serve as spokesperson and primary point of
contact for the Working Group. Following initial contact, the Public Information
Officer may direct media inquiries to an individual GSA(s) as appropriate. Working
Group members are encouraged to forward any media inquiries to the Water Forum.
When talking to the press, Working Group members are asked to represent their own
views only.

Communications Committee

A Working Group Communications Committee, comprising one representative per
GSA, manages and guides stakeholder outreach and engagement, with input and
direction from the Working Group.
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Informational Materials, Developed at Milestones
Informational materials, including fact sheets (link and Appendix C), are critical for
successful education and the circulation of consistent, accurate information. The
Water Forum and facilitation team will develop a range of materials that are
Cosumnes Subbasin-specific as well as capitalize on materials developed by the State
of California when available. All materials will be posted to
cosumnes.waterforum.org.

Cosumnes Subbasin Stakeholder Survey and Landowner Data Request Form
In January 2019, each GSA distributed a groundwater survey (link) and data request
form (link) to landowners in its jurisdiction to obtain stakeholder information that
could improve the understanding of beneficial users and uses of groundwater as well
as other parties interested in groundwater management in the Cosumnes Subbasin.
Answers provided to these questions will help support the development of a more
accurate, fair, and useful GSP. For many local residents, this mailing served as a first
opportunity to learn about SGMA in the Cosumnes Subbasin. Mailings included a
Cosumnes Subbasin Fact Sheet and directed recipients to cosumnes.waterforum.org
to learn more.

Direct Organizational Briefings
As appropriate, Working Group members and other staff may conduct briefings for
stakeholder organizations to expand outreach to interest groups or inform a broad section
of the community that might not otherwise attend a public workshop or would benefit from
in-depth dialogue. Interested organizations are encouraged to contact the Water Forum or
GSAs to arrange a briefing.

Advertising Public Engagement Opportunities
The Water Forum will be working to ensure that its outreach efforts are comprehensive in
reaching any and all interested stakeholders. Its outreach approach will be updated as it
identifies new and better ways to reach interested parties. Public engagement opportunities
may be advertised via:
• Email blasts to the Interested Parties list – Interested parties can sign up to receive
updates and information about upcoming engagement opportunities.
• One-paragraph update – Text that Working Group members can incorporate into
organizational newsletters, blogs, and Facebook posts to reach interested parties.
• Website – Date and location of public meetings and workshops will be highlighted on
the cosumnes.waterforum.org homepage.
• Social media engagement – Local groups and individuals should consider using social
media to amplify outreach materials and advertise public engagement opportunities.
• Other outreach media, such as bulletin boards, flyers at community gathering sites,
etc., can also be used as a way to reach out to community members.
Additionally, the Water Forum and GSAs will make use of meeting flyers, press releases and
direct mailings to residents to ensure interested parties are kept apprised of recent decisions
and upcoming public engagement opportunities. Appendix D documents Cosumnes
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Subbasin SGMA outreach activities completed to-date. Appendix E documents press
coverage of SGMA in the Cosumnes Subbasin.

Outreach Tracker

Working Group members will document completed outreach activities via an online outreach
tracker (link), which serves as a central repository for tracking all outreach and engagement
activities conducted to-date. The intent of this tracker is to provide a transparent mechanism
for all interested parties to see the range of activities and input provided to the GSAs.
Outreach Tracker questions are included in Appendix F.
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Appendix A: Cosumnes Subbasin Stakeholder “Lay of the Land” - starting point for completion over time
Users / Uses
Agricultural – Crops
Agricultural – Ranchers
Agricultural – Dairy
Agricultural – Grape
Aquaculture
Private / Ag-Res
Environmental & Ecological
Industrial
Urban
Small Water Systems / DACs
Tribal
Economic Development
Human Right to Water
Federal / State Lands
Land Use, Integrated Water
Management, Public

Key Interests
Stakeholder group’s key
interests related to
groundwater

Key Issues
Documented issues (media
coverage, statements,
reports, etc.) or specific
issues such as past events

GSP
Which section(s) of the
GSP may this interest be
applicable to?

Rationale
Reasons why this stakeholder group requires a certain level of engagement

Working Draft Cosumnes Subbasin Public Communication & Outreach Plan v.2.19.2019

SRCD

Sac. County

OHWD

Galt ID

Clay WD

City of Galt

Users / Uses

Amador

Appendix B: List of Cosumnes Subbasin Stakeholders by Category and
GSA
Note: This is a work in progress.

Agricultural – Crops, ranchers, dairy, grape
Amador County Farm Bureau
Amador Grape Growers
Cattlemen’s Association
E&J Gallo Winery
Galt Historical Society
Sacramento County Farm Bureau
Sacramento-Amador Water Quality Alliance
U.C. Cooperative Extension-Central Sierra
Individual property owners

•
•
•
?
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Aquaculture
Aquaculture Association
CDFW Aquaculture Program
Stolt Sea Farms
Fresh Water Fish Company
Passmore Farms

•
•

?
•
•

Private / Ag-Res
Lake Camanche Village Homeowners Association
Private well users
Wilton Action/History Group

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Community Water System
Amador Ranch

•

Environmental & Ecological
Cosumnes Coalition
Cosumnes River Preserve
Foothill Conservancy
Historic McFarland Ranch
The Nature Conservancy
Permaculture Association
Rancho Seco Park
Sacramento County Parks & Recreation

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
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Industrial
Amador Chamber of Commerce
Galt Chamber of Commerce
Urban

•

City of Ione
City of Galt
Rancho Murieta
Individual property owners

•

•

•
•
•

Tribal
Buena Vista Rancheria and Casino
Ione Band of Miwoks
Wilton Rancheria

•
•
•

Economic Development
Amador Chamber of Commerce
Galt Chamber of Commerce
Sacramento County Agriculture Commissioner

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

?

?

?

•

?

Human Right to Water
Community Water Center
Federal / State Lands
California Department of Fish and Game
California Department of Transportation
California Department of Water Resources
California State Lands Commission
California Wildlife Conservation Board
State of California
US Bureau of Land Management
US Bureau of Reclamation
United States of America
Natural Resources Conservation Service

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Land Use, Integrated Water Management, Public
•
•

•

•
SRCD

Sac. County

OHWD

Galt ID

Clay WD

•
City of Galt

Users / Uses

•

Amador

Cosumnes Community Planning Advisory Council
Lower Cosumnes Resource Conservation District
Amador County Planning Department
Sacramento County Planning Department
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Appendix C: Cosumnes Subbasin Fact Sheet
Developed December 2018
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Appendix D: Completed Outreach Activities & Meetings
Date, Activity

Ongoing: GSA board meetings
March 2017: First public workshop
July 2027: Cosumnes Subbasin website launched (cosumnes.waterforum.org); TAC and
Working Group meetings open to the public
October 2017: Three public workshops held in Jackson, Wilton, Galt
November 2018: CBI conducted one-on-one outreach calls with representative subset of
interested parties in the subbasin to get input into Outreach and Engagement Plan
December 2018: New fact sheet developed (cosumnes.waterforum.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/11/Draft-SGMA-Fact-Sheet.pdf)
January 2019: GSAs sent a direct mailing containing Subbasin Fact Sheet and Stakeholder
Survey (or a link to these documents) to all landowners in the subbasin
June 2016 to Present: Monthly SGMA Working Group and Technical Advisory Committee
meetings, noticed via interested parties list and at
cosumnes.waterforum.org/meetings

Appendix E: Cosumnes Subbasin SGMA Implementation in the Press
Date, Media
October 25, 2017: Galt Herald article – “Groundwater Workshop Tomorrow”
October 18, 2017: River Valley Time article – “Groundwater Workshop Slated in Wilton on Oct.
24”
January 2, 2019: Amador Community Media article – “Local Agencies Launching Survey on
Subbasin Groundwater Usage”

Appendix F: Cosumnes Subbasin Outreach Activity Tracker
View form online at www.surveymonkey.com/r/cosumnesoutreach
Select GSAs involved in outreach activity:
[ ] Amador County
[ ] City of Galt
[ ] Clay WD
[ ] Galt ID
[ ] OHWD
[ ] Sacramento County
[ ] SRCD
[ ] Entire Subbasin
Type of Outreach Activity:
e.g. Public workshop, briefing, mailing, advertisement, news article, etc.
Outreach Venue/Location:
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Date of Outreach Activity:
Targeted message/purpose/framing of outreach activity:
e.g. Educational overview of SGMA geared towards residents in a particular jurisdiction.
Number of interested parties in attendance or reached:
Primary stakeholder categories reached:
Key input received/issues raised (if applicable):
How this input will be considered in GSP development (if applicable):
Additional information about outreach activity (if applicable):

Appendix G: Anticipated GSA Outreach Tasks – Placeholder, to be filled in
Example: mailing the survey, hosting public workshops, etc.

Appendix H: Evaluation and Assessment – Placeholder for future C&E Plan
updates
Assess at various points during implementation to evaluate how your plan is performing against
your goals and objectives.
a. What worked well?
b. What didn’t work as planned?
c. Meeting recaps with next steps
d. Lessons learned
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Appendix I: SGMA Stakeholder Engagement Requirements by Phase
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